
Minutes* 
 

Faculty Consultative Committee 
Thursday, May 3, 2012 

12:00 – 2:15 
262 Mondale Hall 

 
 
Present: Chris Cramer (chair), Linda Bearinger, Avner Ben-Ner, Peter Bitterman, Elizabeth 

Boyle, Thomas Brothen, Colin Campbell, Carol Chomsky, Nancy Ehlke, Walt Jacobs, 
Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, Russell Luepker, Elaine Tyler May, Jan McCulloch 

 
Absent: Caroline Hayes, James Pacala, George Sheets (Janet Ericksen and Richard Ziegler were 

to be connected by telephone but the equipment did not work) 
 
Guests: Vice President Kathryn Brown (Human Resources); Professor Tim Johnson (Chair, 

Faculty Academic Oversight Committee for Intercollegiate Athletics); President Eric 
Kaler; Professor James Cloyd (incoming 2012-13 Committee member) 

 
Other: Amy Phoenix, Jon Steadland (Office of the President) 
 
[In these minutes:  (1) update on Human Resources strategic planning; (2) annual report from the Faculty 
Academic Oversight Committee for Intercollegiate Athletics; (3) faculty legislative liaison; (4) discussion 
with President Kaler] 
 
 
1. Update on Human Resources Strategic Planning 
 
 Professor Cramer convened the meeting at 12:00 and welcomed Vice President Brown to provide 
an update on Human Resources strategic planning. 
 
 Vice President Brown said that Human Resources strategic planning is important for the 
University and for its employees and that they have identified four major directions:  define, simplify, 
empower, and deliver.  They are now getting into the nuts and bolts of the process and will present 
information to the Board of Regents in May, similar to what she will talk about today, and in June she 
will present a workforce analysis.   
 

With respect to the workforce analysis, Vice President Brown told the Committee, the University 
has not normally counted people by what they do but has instead used the long-standing categories of 
faculty, P&A, civil service, and bargaining unit.  They have now taken the 665 job classifications at the 
University and tried to break them into three groups:  (1) those that do mission-focused work, e.g., 
faculty; (2) those that provide direct support to the mission, e.g., academic advising, financial aid, 
intellectual property; and (3) those that provide operational support, e.g., finances, IT, human resources.  
They have looked at whether the University is properly proportioned in terms of where its workforce 
directs its activities, and the analysis suggests that about two-thirds of employees engage in direct mission 
work or direct mission support and that about one-third work in operations/overhead.  The number of 
employees in the two broad categories has remained very stable over the last ten years. 

                                                           
* These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of Minnesota 

Senate; none of the comments, conclusions, or actions reported in these minutes represents the views of, nor are they 
binding on, the Senate, the Administration, or the Board of Regents. 
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This work can be helpful for workforce planning.  Does the University have the right number of 

people performing various tasks?  Are they being paid appropriately?  For example, Vice President 
Brown said, there are 95 employees in the "human resources" classification, which is not a large number 
for an organization with 25,000 employees (a number that includes graduate students).  There are many 
more employees carrying out related work, such as data entry and functional support, but the proportion 
may be askew.  It may be that the University needs more human-resources professionals to help in 
strategic planning and workforce design, a streamlined system that uses technology more efficiently, and 
as a result has a system that requires fewer people in total. 

 
The Human Resources enterprise system upgrade is going on at the same time, Vice President 

Brown commented.  There will be a PeopleSoft upgrade; the current system is 15 years old and will need 
almost an entire re-installation.  The system has matured a great deal over time and can better meet the 
University's needs, and they are also simplifying many processes in order to be able to use a more 
"vanilla" system.  The new system will provide better data for employees to use and better data for the 
administration to make reports. 

 
That point brings her to the job classification structure, Vice President Brown said, which leads to 

additional questions.  The University has had the P&A and civil service categories for many years and it 
may be time to review them because there is considerable blurring of the two.   

 
Professor Cramer inquired how the law distinguishes between those in the P&A category and 

those who are civil service.  The law is very specific, Vice President Brown said.  Exempt employees are 
professional employees who exercise discretion and independence in how they do their jobs; they are 
salaried employees who have work to do but do not necessarily have an 8:00 to 5:00 job, and they are not 
paid overtime.  Non-exempt employees are paid hourly and entitled to overtime. 

 
Professor Bearinger recalled that she brought up this issue when the Women's Faculty Cabinet 

salary-equity report was prepared.  At one meeting, about the communications job family, she raised the 
question of gender equity across job families.  Some of the job families are predominantly male or 
female, and the range of salaries is enormous; have they considered comparing job families?  Vice 
President Brown noted that thus far they have only completed the communications job family and are 
trying to get their questions about exempt and non-exempt employees aligned.  Professor Bearinger 
suggested that comparing across job families, and the salary ranges, would be a good idea.  Vice President 
Brown said that was a fair point, but it asks for a pay study, while they are doing a job study in order to be 
sure people are in appropriate jobs.  A pay study will need to come, but later.  Professor Bearinger 
suggested that it would be "proactive" to include the salary study before salaries are set.  Vice President 
Brown said they have to triage and determine a logical sequence of efforts.  They are trying to move the 
work forward in a way that they can manage it; there are practical staffing questions they must take into 
account as they identify the work to be done. 

 
Professor Luepker said that Vice President Brown has tackled an enormous job, and he expressed 

the hope that the new human-resources software would talk to other University software systems.  Vice 
President Brown said the point is well taken; the systems must be able to interface with each other; she 
and Committee members discussed time-management systems used for hourly employees used around the 
University.  Vice President Brown expressed the hope that at some point the University would have a 
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single system for time management, thus eliminating the need for multiple systems and the need for paper 
forms and leading to a more accurate system. 

 
Professor Luepker then reported that the Senate Committee on Finance and Planning earlier in the 

week heard from Mr. Kallsen, in Vice President Pfutzenreuter's office, about the workforce analysis.  
They were surprised at the large number of job classifications.  When they talk about job classifications, 
how many of them are "administration"?  If there is discussion about reclassification or reorganization, 
that could mean moving people up or down in rank, so units use the classification system to be able to pay 
the salary they want an employee to have. 

 
These are challenges in a large and decentralized organization, Vice President Brown 

commented.  As she has noted to the Committee before, college human-resources staff do not report to 
her office.  In a year when salaries are frozen, college staff might offer to reclassify someone in order to 
provide a salary increase, which they can do because her office does not control their decisions.  Suddenly 
the job category "coordinator" has nearly 1000 people in it and no one can say what all of those people 
are doing.  That is one way in which the system has gotten a little off track and why it needs to be 
recalibrated so that employees are in the appropriate categories and paid appropriately—and so that they 
can see what they need to do in order to advance in their careers.  In the case of the "coordinator" 
category, there are no careers steps, some coordinators supervise people and others do not, and it is not a 
good way to sort employees.  Such categories also make it difficult for the University to determine the 
number of administrators it has. 

  
Professor McCulloch asked about the timeline for completing the study of the job families.  She 

said she knows it is a huge job, but people get anxious if the project gets stretched out.  Vice President 
Brown said that the PeopleSoft enterprise upgrade is scheduled to go live in early 2014 and the job family 
studies need to meet that timeline.  So they must complete two large projects simultaneously and in an 
integrated fashion.  She cannot provide a firm timeline, but the work will be completed in the next two to 
three years.   

 
Another element that comes into play is the change-management effort, Vice President Brown 

said:  Explaining the changes to employees and why they are helpful for the employees.  Employees must 
have as much information as they can provide.  Added to this is the health-care reform act, which is going 
forward, and January of 2014 is when a number of the provisions of the new law take effect.  Vice 
President Brown said they recognize there is a Supreme Court case pending, and that the November 
elections could affect the implementation of the federal health-care law, but in the meantime they must be 
active in determining how the law will affect the University (as must all organizations).  It is a significant 
piece of legislation that affects the institution in many ways. 

 
Professor McCulloch asked if, once the levels in a job family are established, and one can see 

what to do in order to advance, and one is at the top, could someone have his or her salary reduced?  They 
do not foresee salary reductions, Vice President Brown said.  People can move up if the work is available 
and employees will be able to see whether they have the skills that are needed.  It is the employer's 
responsibility to create positions for the work that needs to be done and up to employees to seek those 
positions.  She recalled that she started at the University as Associate General Counsel, and she would 
still be an Associate General Counsel if she had stayed in the General Counsel's office, but she would 
nonetheless have had salary increases and would not have had to get into a new category to make a higher 
salary.  People will be able to receive raises within a job category because the salary ranges will be 
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adjusted over time.  People must be given appropriate compensation, not just appropriate titles.  So 
experience garners salary increases, not just a job title, Professor Cramer observed. 

 
All of this is a big job with many moving parts and they cannot complete it all in the next 12 

months, Vice President Brown concluded.   
 
Professor Bearinger commented that there are about 12 job classifications in the communications 

family but that many employees fall into just one of them.  There can be many employees in one 
category, Vice President Brown said—it does not mean employees are not properly classified because the 
University may need many people in the category.  There were disagreements about where some 
individuals should be classified, Professor Bearinger said; Vice President Brown concurred and said that 
employees are given the opportunity to consider their classification and appeal if they disagree (and a 
supervisor may also appeal if he or she believes an employee has not been properly classified).   

 
Professor Bearinger said that if equity issues are to be addressed after the job classification study, 

that is an unacceptable timeline.  It would be possible to have an entire job family with an inappropriate 
salary range.  Vice President Brown disagreed; she said they are testing every job class against the market 
and they also look at the skill sets required.  That means the job families may simply replicate market 
inequities, Professor Bearinger said.  That is the market the University lives in, Vice President Brown 
responded; one might believe that a certain set of skills and level of education should merit more pay, but 
the University must consider the market.  And while they are working from market data, they are not 
ignoring equity questions.  They will conduct comparisons across families as they can.   

 
Professor Ben-Ner said he appreciated Vice President Brown's point and that it is necessary to 

distinguish between overturning the market and making individual adjustments.  He then asked if there is 
participation at the local level in reclassification.  There is, Vice President Brown said.  Professor Ben-
Ner said that the system serves multiple purposes, including bringing logic to it and constraining 
administrators. How do those considerations affect their thinking? 

 
The job family review is very inclusive, Vice President Brown said, and employees are involved.  

It is a collaborative process.  In terms of his question, there are times when colleges ask her office to be 
"employment police."  That is not a role they wish to perform; they want to empower people to make 
good management decisions and provide them with good policies and procedures. 

 
Professor Boyle commented that she has worked both in private-sector organizations as well as 

the University, and human resources operates differently in the two.  Faculty members at the University 
do a lot of human-resources work—they evaluate other faculty, staff, and consult with human-resources 
staff.  She asked Professor Luepker if the discussion at his committee had identified an overlap in human-
resources responsibilities.  Professor Luepker noted that Vice President Brown had made the point that 
college human-resources staff do not report to her, which is a surprise—and a situation that could lead to 
more diversity in practices.   

 
Professor Boyle asked about right-sizing Human Resources.  Vice President Brown said she 

believes that the practice of immediate supervisors conducting evaluations is standard both in the 
University and private-sector organizations.  In terms of right-sizing, that goes to one of the major 
directions she first mentioned:  Define.  They must work to define the role of the central human-resources 
office, which is responsible for a number of tasks that individual units cannot do, such as labor relations, 
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job classifications, the benefits structure, and compensation plans.  The appointing authorities are all at 
the campus, college, and unit levels:  They hire, assign work, evaluate, discipline, provide professional 
development, and so on.  Those in the units who are providing human-resources advice do not report to 
her, as she noted earlier.  And there are things that the central office and the colleges/units should do 
collaboratively, Vice President Brown said, such as redefining work and matching it with job classes.  
The central office also deals with complicated employment situations—they do it frequently but such 
situations may come up only rarely in any one unit—so there is central expertise that could be provided. 

 
Professor Cramer asked if there are any issues that arise from Human Resources strategic 

planning that are of specific importance to the faculty.  Vice President Brown said, first, that the faculty 
job classes (assistant, associate, professor) are very stable and she does not anticipate any changes in 
them.  Where the strategic planning comes into play for faculty members is when they serve as PI or 
department chair or as an administrator.  Human resources issues affect how they get work done, and 
often individuals in those positions do not want to have to deal with complex human-resources problems.  
They also want clear policies and want to be provided guidance and flexibility. 

 
Professor Chomsky said she did not know if her question was within the scope of the discussion 

at this meeting, but she asked about the relationship between Human Resources and Equal Opportunity in 
the hiring process.  Vice President Brown said that Human Resources is very committed to diversity and 
works closely with Equal Opportunity to be sure that job postings receive as diverse an applicant pool as 
possible and also to bring in as many diverse candidates as finalists as possible.  They have a partnership 
with the Equal Opportunity office.  But it is their responsibility to make things happen, Professor 
Chomsky said, and they have liaisons to the Equal Opportunity Office?  She said she had no question 
about the commitment; the question is about procedure and who makes those conducting searches 
understand and buy in to the goals.  Vice President Brown said that Human Resources is responsible for 
the process, including diversity; the Equal Opportunity office is brought in to talk about diversity and is 
responsible for reporting data and information.   

 
Professor Bitterman commented that some human-resources staff are at the local level, some are 

at a college level, and some are central.  When the job family studies are done, will there be uniformity?  
One might receive human-resources information at the college or department level that is not correct; who 
has the authoritative opinion?  Vice President Brown pointed out that the policies are system-wide and 
apply to everyone.  Her office is responsible for administering policies and her office has more expertise 
than any others (but so does the Office of the General Counsel, the Compliance office, the auditor, etc.).  
How can one be sure that the people in the units providing the advising know the policies?  As with any 
other positions, they work with and train the human-resources staff.  But her office does not evaluate 
them, Professor Bitterman said, a situation that should be changed. 

 
Vice President Brown said that in her view, there would be more uniformity if there were a 

stronger connection between college human-resources staff and the central Human Resources office.  It 
would not need to be a reporting relationship, she said; a dotted-line relationship would be sufficient.  
Professor Ben-Ner said he was also concerned about that same issue, although not with respect to 
uniformity—it is necessary to account for substantial differences across the University's diverse units. 
Because this is a university, there are weaker incentives and less managerial expertise at the college level 
than in a comparable for-profit unit, and structures must be designed to compensate for that.  Although 
matrix structures are problematic, it would help to have the dotted-line relationship between human 
resources people in colleges and other units and central Human Resources in order to provide expert 
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advice, continuity and opportunities for professional mobility around the university.  The dotted line may 
lead to people in central Human Resources who have an "oversight" function over collegiate human 
resources.  (Professor Ben-Ner noted that, in his opinion, individuals in the president's cabinet should be 
charged with oversight—not authority—over colleges to better inform the president and the provost.)   

 
Professor Cramer thanked Vice President Brown for joining the meeting and providing her report.  

 
2. Annual Report from the Faculty Academic Oversight Committee for Intercollegiate 
Athletics 
 
 Professor Cramer now welcomed Professor Johnson, chair of the Faculty Academic Oversight 
Committee for Intercollegiate Athletics (FAOCIA), to provide an annual report. 
 
 Professor Johnson reported that FAOCIA did a number of things during 2011-12. 
 
--  One of the most important FAOCIA activities is dealing with academic waivers (because University 
academic rules are more stringent than those of the Big Ten and NCAA); this year there were no requests 
for waivers for current students (but they had three rather unusual "historical" requests.  When a student-
athlete leaves the University before graduating, and depending on his or her academic standing, points are 
lost.  If a team falls below a certain score (set by the NCAA), it loses scholarships (and other penalties can 
accrue if the team remains below the stipulated score for more than a year).  Some "old" points could be 
restored for football, and FAOCIA granted two of the three requests.  Professor Johnson emphasized that 
FAOCIA is not a rubber stamp for the athletic director or a coach. 
 
--  He had a productive meeting with football Coach Kill and believes there is an entirely different 
atmosphere and culture in football.  Coach Kill makes it clear that the students will live up to his 
expectations. 
 
--  FAOCIA reviews every team travel schedule and evaluates the number of missed class days.  There is 
a set way to count missed class days that does not take into account evening classes, so student-athletes 
who miss those classes have to deal on their own with the faculty members.  However, at the end of each 
semester the director of the McNamara Advising Center provides a report on the number of evening 
classes missed because of approved travel for each sport.  It was agreed that FAOCIA would recommend 
to this Committee a policy change with respect to evening classes.  (Professor Johnson explained, in 
response to a query from Professor Cloyd, that summer classes are not covered by the policy because it is 
rare that teams would compete—and thus travel—during the summer.) 
 
--  They changed the criteria for the awards given to teams for academic merit (the Gladys Brooks 
[women's teams] and Norman Borlaug [men's teams] awards); before it was given to the team that was 
most improved, but the student-athletes did not like that standard because it said in effect "you were 
terrible and got better."  The criteria now consider a team's commitment to academic excellence.  This 
year the Borlaug award went to the football team and the Brooks award to women's basketball.  FAOCIA 
is also responsible for selecting the winner of the Big Ten Medal of Honor (given to one male and one 
female at each institution). 
 
--  FAOCIA reviews every proposed NCAA rule change each year. 
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--  FAOCIA meets twice per year with the athletic director to review personnel matters.  Mr. Maturi was 
very good about going over his personnel decisions with the committee. 
 
--  Each year the faculty members on the committee meet with the (Twin Cities) Director of Admissions, 
with no ex officio members present, to discuss the relationship between admissions and intercollegiate 
athletics.  The relationship has been difficult in the past but has improved considerably; the admissions 
office is seeing fewer requests for special admissions for students at risk. 
 
--  They meet semi-annually with the president and most recently discussed the search for the athletic 
director. 
 
--  They continue to participate in the faculty-coach conversations, a good time to talk with coaches, and it 
helps them to understand that "we are not the enemy." 
 
--  FAOCIA is pleased that Vice Provost McMaster now attends its meetings because he has much 
information that the committee needs. 
 
--  FAOCIA had an extraordinarily good relationship with Mr. Maturi and they are hoping for the same 
relationship with the new athletic director, Mr. Teague. 
 
 Committee members discussed the subject of missed classes; the current policy permits nine 
missed class days in a semester for travel to competition.  Professor May asked why the same policy does 
not apply to all students.  The same policy with respect to missed classes does apply to all students, 
Professor Chomsky said.  According to the policy, students who miss classes to attend University-
sanctioned events must be provided accommodation by the faculty member.  There is a special policy for 
athletes to limit the number of missed classes for travel to and attendance at University-sanctioned 
athletic events because of NCAA rules and because other students wouldn't have so many University-
sponsored events that would give rise to excused absences.   Professor May said that no faculty member 
has ever received a letter indicating that he or she must offer accommodation for students in other 
University-sponsored programs, such as the student senate or a musical performance.  Professor Chomsky 
said that other absences are usually handled informally; the student tells the faculty member about the 
conflict and the accommodation is made.  There is need for more formality here because of the amount of 
team travel, because of NCAA regulations, and because there may be concern that athletes will not 
otherwise always be given the required accommodation. Professor May maintained that all students 
should be treated the same.  Professor Johnson said that FAOCIA does not have responsibility for all 
students. 
 
 Professor Cramer thanked Professor Johnson for the report and commended FAOCIA for its good 
work. 
 
3. Faculty Legislative Liaison 
 
 Professor Cramer reported on the search for a new faculty legislative liaison.  [Subsequent to the 
meeting, Professor Brian Buhr in Applied Economics agreed to serve.] 
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4. Discussion with President Kaler 
 
 Professor Cramer welcomed President Kaler to the meeting; because time was short, the 
discussion touched only briefly on a number of matters. 
 
--  The President said that the administration is doing all it can to reduce administrative costs and make 
decisions more quickly; when it comes to governance, faculty members spend a lot of time on it, and as a 
result administrators spend a lot of time on it.  Reducing the amount of governance activities by 10% 
would save a lot of hours and benefit both faculty and administrators.  The University has a very robust 
governance system; the question is the cost.  He has benefitted enormously from engagement with 
governance groups, but perhaps there could be a 10% reduction in meetings.  It might be, for example, 
that in some cases the chair of the Finance and Planning Committee could have a 15-minute discussion 
with Vice President Pfutzenreuter and Ms. Tonneson about a matter, rather than having a full discussion 
with the committee.  Professor Cramer said this is a topic the Committee revisits from time to time; 
incoming chair Professor Kohlstedt told the President that governance activities are on her list of topics 
for discussion with him. 
 
--  The workforce analysis led by Vice President Brown suggests a need for standards that are consistent 
across departments and raises the issue of the number of staff needed by departments/units. 
 
--  The President touched on the search for the new athletic director and expressed confidence in Mr. 
Teague. 
 
--  The President wishes to broaden the policy that establishes entrepreneurial leaves; the administration 
will bring a revised proposal back in the fall. 
 
 Professor Cramer thanked the President for joining the meeting and adjourned it at 2:15 in order 
that everyone could attend the Senate meeting. 
 
      -- Gary Engstrand 
 
University of Minnesota 


